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FENG ET AL.

lite altimeter product AVISO over 1993–2013 in the northwest Paciﬁc have been explored. The seasonal cycle
is able to explain 60–90% of monthly sea level variance in the marginal seas, while it explains less than 20%
of variance in the eddy-rich regions. The maximum annual and semiannual sea level cycles (30 and 6 cm) are
observed in the north of the East China Sea and the west of the South China Sea, respectively. AVISO was
found to underestimate the annual amplitude by 25% compared to tide gauge estimates along the coasts of
China and Russia. The forcing for the seasonal sea level cycle was identiﬁed. The atmospheric pressure and
the steric height produce 8–12 cm of the annual cycle in the middle continental shelf and in the Kuroshio
Current regions separately. The removal of the two attributors from total sea level permits to identify the sea
level residuals that still show signiﬁcant seasonality in the marginal seas. Both nearby wind stress and surface
currents can explain well the long-term variability of the seasonal sea level cycle in the marginal seas and the
tropics because of their inﬂuence on the sea level residuals. Interestingly, the surface currents are a better
descriptor in the areas where the ocean currents are known to be strong. Here, they explain 50–90% of interannual variability due to the strong links between the steric height and the large-scale ocean currents.

1. Introduction
The seasonal cycle, and more speciﬁcally its annual and semiannual components, dominates the nontidal
variability of sea level in many regions of the ocean. Because the seasonal variability is very energetic for
monthly sea level records and also it is autocorrelated, this signal is normally removed from the estimation
of trends of mean sea level. However, this does not hide the practical signiﬁcance of the seasonal cycle.
Coastal infrastructure is more vulnerable at the time when the seasonal sea level cycle is at its highest [Tsimplis and Shaw, 2010; Dangendorf et al., 2013a; Torres and Tsimplis, 2014], and the decadal increases in the
seasonal cycle will make the vulnerability of the coastal areas even higher. The seasonal changes in stratiﬁcation, which are seen in the seasonal sea level cycle, can cause signiﬁcant seasonal changes in tides [Kang
et al., 2002; M€
uller et al., 2014], leading to the prediction of tides and extremes more complicated. Furthermore, the seasonal sea level cycle is ﬁrmly regulating the seawater-freshwater balance both under the
ground [Michael et al., 2005] and at the river estuaries [Anderson and Lockaby, 2012], and it acts as a key factor determining the seawater intrusion. Therefore, obtaining good physical understanding of the processes
involved in determining the seasonal sea level cycle and its spatial and temporal changes enables us to
assess the extent of future changes in climate that will impact on the coastal ocean environments.
The gravitational forcing contributes very little (in millimeter) to the observed seasonal sea level cycle [Pugh
and Woodworth, 2014]. Seasonality in meteorological, oceanographic, and hydrological processes is considered to force the seasonal sea level cycle, but the contribution of each factor varies spatially and temporally
[Plag and Tsimplis, 1999; Marcos and Tsimplis, 2007; H€
unicke and Zorita, 2008; Vinogradov et al., 2008; Torres
and Tsimplis, 2012; Dangendorf et al., 2013b; Wahl et al., 2014]. Notably, temporal changes in the seasonal
sea level cycle may be caused by the sea level components which are not the dominant ones. Therefore,
mapping the seasonal sea level cycle, identifying the dominant components regionally and furthermore
identifying the forcing of its temporal changes is very important in order to understand the physics of the
sea level variability at the seasonal frequencies.
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On the basis of tide gauge data, Tsimplis and Woodworth [1994] mapped the features of the seasonal sea
level cycle in coastal waters, showing spatial variability but also regional coherence. Satellite radar altimetry
has the capability of monitoring the sea level variations with a better spatial coverage, and the native altimetric along-track data are often gridded for further use of analysis and visualization. Chen et al. [2000]
explored the estimations of the seasonal cycle in open oceans using gridded altimeter measurements. However, at the continental coasts the altimetry was found to signiﬁcantly underestimate the annual level cycle
[Han and Huang, 2008; Vinogradov and Ponte, 2010]. This underestimation is normally caused by a combination of data ﬂagging (in turn due to contamination of the altimetric waveforms and/or inadequacy of some
of the corrections such as the one compensating for path delay due to water vapor) and data ﬁltering in
the last 20–30 km from the coasts. For the gridded altimeter data, the mapping procedure additionally
tends to smooth the characteristics of the local phenomena of sea level that are captured by the tide
gauges. For each region, it is vital to clearly identify the uncertainty of the altimeter products in estimating
the seasonal sea level before using their results into other ﬁelds. It is worth noting that considerable
research efforts are being put into improving the along-track altimetry in the coastal zone [Vignudelli et al.,
2011]. The latest coastal altimetry products reprocessed with improved techniques allow a better representation of sea level variability near the coasts [Passaro et al., 2015] but those products are not yet available
for all the past missions and coastal areas and therefore time series are limited.
The stability of the seasonal sea level cycle with time has also been studied for a few regions where longterm tide gauge records exist. The annual cycle amplitude was found to exhibit decadal variations between
1 and 20 cm in the European coasts [Plag and Tsimplis, 1999; Barbosa et al., 2008; H€
unicke and Zorita, 2008;
Dangendorf et al., 2013b], the Mediterranean Sea [Marcos and Tsimplis, 2007], the Caribbean Sea [Torres and
Tsimplis, 2012], and the South China Sea [Amiruddin et al., 2015]. Interestingly, the annual cycle amplitude
along the U.S. Gulf coast was recently reported to have increased by 20–30% since 1990s, and the sea surface air temperature was argued as an indicator for the increase [Wahl et al., 2014]. These studies are all
based on the traditional annual cycle deﬁnitions, assuming that both amplitude and frequency of the
annual cycle are constant within each time segment of assessments but that they are allowed to change
over different segments. Consequently, there is a possibility that the interannual or even lower-frequency
variability in the monthly values may be treated as part of the annual cycle signal if the length of assessment windows is not appropriate. An alternative method, the modulated annual cycle that allows the
annual cycle parameters to change instantaneously, was introduced to the climate analysis by Wu et al.
[2008]. Based on this concept, some reconstruction products have been made to recover the high and lowfrequency signals in sea level [Hamlington et al., 2011, 2012].
The northwest Paciﬁc is a region where both oceanographic and atmospheric dynamics (e.g., the western
boundary currents, the monsoon, and typhoons) are known to have strong impacts on the sea surface processes. The areas studied here are of particular interest also because they are heavily populated areas where
intensive anthropogenic activities were found to have signiﬁcantly changed the coastal geomorphology
[Wang et al., 2014, and references therein]. Marcos et al. [2012] identiﬁed the spatial and temporal variations
of mean sea level in the marginal seas of this region and associated them with the large-scale climatic variability. Feng et al. [2015] explored the long-term changes in tidal signals and proposed them as the consequences of the anthropogenic activities. These sea level components were suggested to consequently alter
the occurrence of extremes [Feng and Tsimplis, 2014]. However, the seasonal cycle, as a crucial component
in sea level, has not been systematically studied over the whole region of the northwest Paciﬁc. The dynamics behind the spatial and temporal variations remain unrevealed.
This paper provides a regional investigation on the seasonal sea level cycle over the northwest Paciﬁc, by
using publically accessible data sets, which include tide gauge records, gridded satellite altimetry data, and
atmospheric and oceanic reanalysis. Four questions are addressed. First, what are the spatial features of the
seasonal sea level cycle in this region; second, to what extent can gridded satellite altimetry product estimate the coastal seasonal sea level cycle; third, how much do the seasonal signals change with time; and
fourth, what are the causes for the seasonal sea level oscillations and for their long-term variability as well,
and to what extent can each of the contributors explain the variability.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, the data processing of sea level observations and atmospheric and oceanic climate reanalysis used are described together with the methodologies. In section 3,
spatial features of the seasonal sea level cycle are investigated, and harmonic parameters estimated from
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tide gauges and gridded altimetry data are compared. Temporal variability of the seasonal cycle is also
addressed in this section. In section 4, mechanisms for the spatial and temporal changes of the seasonal
sea level cycle are explored, including the atmosphere pressure loading, the ocean thermal expansion/contraction and freshwater content, the wind stress, and the sea surface currents. Finally, the conclusions are
given in section 5.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Sea Level Observational Records
Monthly sea level data (g) recorded at 120 tide gauges in the northwest Paciﬁc were obtained from the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level [Holgate et al., 2013]. Locations and numbering of the 120 tide gauge
stations are provided in Figure 1a. Tide gauges are classiﬁed into six subregions: the east of the South China
Sea (SCS-E) (station number: 1–14), the west of the South China Sea (SCS-W) (station number: 15–39), the
East China Sea (ECS) (station number: 40–61), the Sea of Japan (SoJ) (station number: 62–89), the northeast
coasts of Japan (Japan-NE) (station number: 90–105), and the southeast coasts of Japan (Japan-SE) (station
number: 106–115). There are two stations on the coasts of the Sea of Okhotsk (station number: 119 and
120) and three stations in the south of Japan (station number: 116–118) where the observed seasonal sea
level cycle has different behavior from that at neighboring sites (this will be discussed in subsection 3.3).
Thus, these ﬁve stations are taken as outliers relative to above six subregions. The data set used spans the
period 1900–2013. However, only a few stations have records longer than 50 years (Figure 1b). The minimum record length used in the analysis was 16 years. The data set contains 105 revised local reference
records and 15 metric records. The metric records do not contain the information about the benchmark
datum contributed by releveling adjustments to a certain level, but they can be useful for studies of the seasonal sea level cycle if they are carefully treated.
The data quality control of tide gauge records performed included the visual checks of time series and the
adjustment or removal of values over periods with spurious shifts. Although it is not necessary to know the
actual level of the datum for estimating the seasonal cycle, the stability of the datum is still important for
assessing the temporal variability of the cycle. Where a record showed datum shifts over different segments
these were adjusted to the same reference level by removing their mean values after each segment was
detrended. Sea level values that showed obvious jumps or shifts after the known earthquakes were also
excluded. Two massive earthquakes were considered, which stroke the Kuril Islands on the 4 October 1994
and the Oshika Peninsula on the 11 March 2011, respectively (www.nodc.noaa.gov/outreach/esm). For individual records, mean values and trends were removed and then plotted into six groups as speciﬁed above.
In each group, if parts of records show spurious jumps or shifts compared with other members, or go
beyond the spreading edges of the ensembles, these records are omitted. Figure 1b gives the period of
valid data at each station after the quality control.
Gridded satellite radar altimeter data that cover the northwest Paciﬁc (0–658N, 1008E–1708E) were also
used. The data were produced by SSALTO/DUACS and distributed by AVISO, with support from CNES
(http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/duacs/). The data consist of monthly averaged maps of sea level anomalies,
corresponding to multimission gridded sea surface height anomaly (including Saral, Cryosat-2, Jason-1&2,
T/P, Envisat, GFO, ERS-1&2, and Geosat) with respect to a 21 year mean sea level. The spatial resolution of
the gridded altimeter data is 1/48 3 1/48, which permits resolving the sea level related to the mesoscale
eddies. Oceanic and atmospheric dynamics are routinely corrected in the mission track data. These include
the ocean tide, the pole tide, and the dynamic atmospheric correction (DAC) [Carrère and Lyard, 2003].
Because the inverted barometer (IB) effect (gIB ) has been corrected in the AVISO data, we here refer to the
monthly sea level records from AVISO as g-gIB .
2.2. Atmospheric Pressure Data and the IB Effect
In the open ocean, the sea level is assumed to isostatically react to the atmospheric pressure loading on the
sea surface by the inverted barometer (IB) effect (gIB ) [Gill, 1982; Wunsch and Stammer, 1997; Ponte, 2006].
gIB 521/qg(P 2 Pref), where q and g are the water density and gravity acceleration, respectively, and P 2 Pref
is the ﬂuctuation of sea level pressure P relative to a long-term average Pref over the global ocean [Wunsch
and Stammer, 1997; Ponte, 2006]. The consequence of a 1 mbar increase in surface pressure is approximately 1 cm depression of sea level.
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Figure 1. (a) Study areas and locations of 120 tide gauges, and (b) periods of valid g observed from tide gauges. Tide gauges are colored
and numbered into six subregions, with ﬁve stations treated as outliers (black dots). The six subregions are named as the east of the South
China Sea (SCS-E), the west of the South China Sea (SCS-W), the East China Sea (ECS), the Sea of Japan (SoJ), the northeast coasts of Japan
(Japan-NE), and the southeast coasts of Japan (Japan-SE). KS, LS, and GTL represent the Korea Strait, the Luzon Strait, and the Gulf of Thailand, respectively.
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With respect to the tide gauge records, the monthly sea level pressure data over 1900–2013 were used to
calculate gIB closest to the stations. The pressure data were obtained by combining the NOAA’s 20th century
reanalysis v2 for the period 1900–2012 [Compo et al., 2011] and the ECMWF-Interim for 2013. Please note
that for each tide gauge record gIB is only applied over the periods when the tide gauge has valid data.
For AVISO records, the monthly average of 6 h dynamic atmospheric corrections (DAC) was used as gIB over
the sea surface. The DAC data are the sea level variability combining the high-frequency signals (less than
20 days) due to atmospheric wind and pressure forcing and low-frequency signals (more than 20 days)
from the static IB correction on the atmospheric pressure. The monthly average of DAC is equivalent to the
isostatic IB effect [Pascual et al., 2008]. The DAC data are produced by CLS Space Oceanography Division
using the Mog2D model from Legos [Carrère and Lyard, 2003] and distributed by AVISO.
2.3. Ocean Temperature and Salinity Analysis and the Steric Height
The steric height was calculated from the 3-D hydrographic-gridded product EN4.0.2 generated by the UK
Met Ofﬁce Hadley Centre. This product has been generated through the objective analysis of a global quality controlled data set of ocean temperature and salinity proﬁles, and is provided on a grid with 18 spatial
resolution in the horizontal and 42 levels in the vertical [Good et al., 2013] covering the period 1900–2013.
The main observational data source is WOD09 [Boyer et al., 2009]. The steric component of seasonal sea
level change is mainly due to the water density changes over the thermocline depth [Chen et al., 2000;
Vinogradov et al., 2008; Torres and Tsimplis, 2012]. Therefore, the values over the top 500m were used in the
calculation of the steric signal.
The steric height (gster ), consisting of thermosteric (gthermo ) and halosteric components (ghalo ), over water
depth (H) can be expressed as:
Ð0
gthermo 5 2H C  DTdz
(1)
Ð0
ghalo 5 2H D  DS dz
where DT and DS are the temperature and salinity ﬂuctuation relative to the mean values over the whole
period of study at each layer, and C and D are the thermal expansion and salt compression coefﬁcients,
respectively [Tabata et al., 1986]. C and D are deﬁned as
C52

1 @q
q @T

1 @q
D52
q @S

(2)

where q is the water density, depending on water depth, temperature, and salinity, and is deﬁned by the
Joint Panel on Oceanographic Tables and Standards [UNESCO, 1981].
gster calculated at tide gauge stations or shallow water regions is usually very small and cannot represent
the entire seasonal steric signal. Thus we used the values at deep grid points (over 500 m) closest to the
sites of interest. This method assumes that the whole steric signal in the deep ocean is transmitted to the
coast [Bingham and Hughes, 2012].
We also repeated the above process to calculate gster based in the 3-D gridded oceanic properties from the
Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA), which will be introduced later, in order to explain the mechanisms
of the long-term variations of the seasonal sea level cycle.
2.4. Ocean Reanalysis SODA
The sea surface height without the IB effect (g-gIB ), 3-D ocean temperature and salinity, the wind stress and
the sea surface currents from the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) v2.2.4 covering the period 1900–
2010 were also used to understand the forcing of the seasonal sea level cycle. The SODA reanalysis is based
on the Parallel Ocean Program ocean model [Smith et al., 1992], with 0.258 3 0.48 horizontal resolution and
40 vertical levels, and assimilates oceanic data through an optimal interpolation method every 10 days
[Carton et al., 2000]. In the version v2.2.4 [Giese and Ray, 2011], the observations used in the data assimilation scheme only include the ocean temperature and salinity proﬁles from WOD09 [Boyer et al., 2009] (it is
also the main data source for the Met Ofﬁce Hadley Centre EN4) and sea surface temperature from ICOADS
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2.5 [Woodruff et al., 2011]. Thus, SODA is expected to be able to seasonally represent the steric height in sea
level. It is worth noting that SODA does not assimilate sea level observations (i.e., from altimetry or tide
gauges). The model is forced with atmospheric ﬁelds from the NOAA’s 20th century reanalysis v2 [Compo
et al., 2011] over the period 1871–2010 [Carton and Giese, 2008].
We use SODA for the purpose of identifying the forcing of the seasonal sea level cycle (the method
used in estimating the seasonal sea level cycle will be described in the next subsection). To do so, it is
necessary to ﬁrst assess the capability of SODA in describing the observed seasonal sea level cycle in
this region. Please note that because SODA does not include the IB effect, in the assessment gIB was
excluded both in AVISO data and in tide gauge records, ensuring that the three data sets are all free of
the IB effect. Details of the assessment are provided in supporting information. The comparison results
are summarized as: (1) the mean seasonal sea level cycle determined by SODA over 1993–2010 is in
good agreement with the estimations observed by AVISO over 1993–2013 in most areas, with some discrepancies for annual amplitudes below 3–6 cm and mainly occurring at the coastal regions (supporting
information Figures S1 and S2); (2) the interannual variability of the seasonal sea level cycle over 1900–
2010 from SODA has signiﬁcant correlation with the results observed at most of the tide gauge records
(in 96 of 120), with R 5 0.59 and 0.58 on average for annual and semiannual amplitudes, respectively,
and the worse representation of SODA is mainly in the north of East China Sea and the north of the Sea
of Japan where the tide gauge records are relatively short (supporting information Figure S3); and (3)
when the regional average is concerned, SODA can well represent the interannual variability of the seasonal sea level cycle for each subregion (supporting information Figure S4), with correlation R 5 0.61
and 0.57 on average for annual and semiannual amplitudes against tide gauge observations. Thus, we
conclude that SODA reproduces the seasonal sea level cycle in the area of study with a reasonable accuracy and we will use it in the characterization of the forcing mechanisms that determine the seasonal
cycle.
It should be kept in mind that discrepancies of SODA still exist in the seasonal sea level cycle estimations.
This can be due to many different aspects of SODA, such as the quality of atmospheric forcing, the low resolutions of the model at coasts, the nonconserving global water mass [Tamisiea et al., 2010], or the nonconserving budgets in the ocean data assimilation procedure [Haines et al., 2012]. More efforts are needed to
interpret the skills of SODA, but this is not the scope of this paper.
2.5. Regression Model for Seasonal Cycle
The harmonic parameters of the annual and semi-annual cycles were estimated through least squares ﬁtting to the monthly records by the following equation:




2p
2p
ðt2/a Þ 1Asa cos
ðt2/sa Þ
(3)
gðtÞ5b0 1Aa cos
12
6
where gðt Þ is the monthly mean value of sea level at time t (in units of months and corresponding to the
middle of January), b0 is the estimated mean value, and Aa and Asa are the annual and semiannual amplitudes corresponding to the phase lags of /a and /sa , respectively. The signiﬁcance of the estimated harmonic parameters was tested at 95% conﬁdence level by assuming the regression errors are normally
distributed. Note that all the monthly records used in the analysis were detrended over the period before
being ﬁtted by equation (3).
The mean seasonal cycle for each sea level record was estimated on the basis of equation (3) using the data
over the whole period. The temporal variability of the seasonal cycle was also estimated on the basis of
applying equation (3) for 5 year segments shifted year-by-year. The 5 year length of data segment was chosen as suggested by Tsimplis and Woodworth [1994] as a period over which most records provide stable estimates for the seasonal cycle.
We applied this method to different sea level components, the wind stress, and the sea surface currents, to
diagnose the forcing mechanisms of the seasonal sea level cycle. In estimating the temporal variability of
the seasonal cycle for the wind stress and the sea surface currents, the two variables as 2-D vectors are
equally divided into 18 sections (0–1808 relative to the east anticlockwise by 108) to get their values at different directions. This process permits us to distinguish the vectors with the direction that have the best
correlations with the seasonal sea level variations.
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Figure 2. (a) Variance of g observed from tide gauges and AVISO, and (b) percentage of the variance explained by the seasonal cycle.
Schematic routes of the Oyashio, the Kuroshio, and the North Equatorial Currents are indicated by the black dashed lines in Figure 2a,
which are estimated using the altimeter data distributed by AVISO.

3. Seasonal Sea Level Cycle From Observations
3.1. Monthly Sea Level Variations
The monthly variances of g from tide gauges and AVISO are shown in Figure 2a. Note that g from AVISO is
obtained by adding gIB (DAC data) back to g-gIB (AVISO sea level records). The variance exceeds 300 cm2 in
the north of the East China Sea and in regions with strong western boundary currents, i.e., the Kuroshio
Extension and the south Oyashio Currents. Values of 150–200 cm2 are found in the East China Sea, the
Luzon Strait, the Gulf of Thailand, and the area of the Equatorial Current.
Figure 2b shows the percentage of variance explained by the seasonal cycle regression model of equation
(3). The regression model explains 60–90% of the variance in the vast majority of areas of the marginal seas
over the continental shelf, except in the Sea of Okhotsk where sea ice usually exists in cold seasons [Parkinson et al., 1999]. In the open ocean, the percentage of variance explained by the seasonal cycle is very low,
except in a zonal band (108N–208N) and in the west of the ocean interior where 40–50% of sea level variance can be attributed to the seasonal cycle. It is worth noting that in the regions of the Kuroshio Extension
and the south Oyashio Currents, where the sea level variance is maximum (Figure 2a), the seasonal cycle
captures less than 20% of variance (Figure 2b). The low representativeness of the seasonal cycle in the open
ocean can be interpreted by the presence of eddies which have the strong signature in sea level (and thus
induce high variance in sea level observations) but which usually have much irregular seasonal variations.
In fact, this region has been identiﬁed as the region with the richest mesoscale eddies in the world [Chelton
et al., 2011].
The sea level variance observed by AVISO at the closest points to tide gauges is lower than that observed
by tide gauges at 96 of the 120 stations. The difference of variance (AVISO—tide gauges) is 231 cm2 on
average (21% of variance determined by tide gauges). The largest discrepancies occur in the north of the
Philippines and at the west of the South China Sea (Figure 2a). When the period of AVISO (1993-2013) is
considered, there are 103 tide gauge records having valid data over the period. AVISO is then found to
underestimate the sea level variance again at 64 of the 103 stations by overall 216 cm2 (11% of variance by
tide gauges). Thus, we conclude that AVISO underestimates the coastal sea level variance at most of stations
disregarding the period.
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Figure 3. Mean (a) Aa , (b) /a , (c) Asa , and (d) /sa of g from tide gauges and AVISO. Blank areas and circles indicate the estimates of the
annual or semiannual cycle parameters that are not passing the signiﬁcance test at 95% conﬁdence level.

In the estimations, the annual and semiannual cycle parameters in equation (3) are assumed to be constant
during the whole period of records. Actually, as we will discuss later, they could change in time. Thus, we
cannot rule out the possibility that the sea level variance accounted by the seasonal cycle and the resulting
percentages as indicated above may change when different periods of time are considered.
3.2. Mean Seasonal Sea Level Cycle
The annual cycle of g is signiﬁcant at all tide gauge records and in most areas (Figures 3a and 3b). The values of Aa exceed 15cm in the East China Sea, the south of Japan, the areas of the Kuroshio Current, the
Luzon Strait, and the Gulf of Thailand. Aa is less than 3 cm or becomes statistically insigniﬁcant in the
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(one from AVISO and the other from tide gauges) used in comparison do not overlap, while gray bars indicate the insigniﬁcant differences.

equator area (0–108N) and the Sea of Okhotsk. The highest Aa (29 6 1 cm) occurs at the north of the East
China Sea (station number: 47 and 48). The annual phase /a is in December–January in the equator area,
while it changes to August–November when heading to north. /a is not uniform in each basin, except in
the East China Sea.
The semiannual cycle is signiﬁcant at most of tide gauge records (113 of 120), in the equator area and in
most areas of marginal seas, except in the Sea of Japan (Figures 3c and 3d). Asa has the highest values of
5–7 cm in the northwest of the South China Sea and in the Kuroshio Extension area. /sa is changing from
January to May (or July–November) when heading to south, and the direction of /sa change is in opposite
to that of /a change (Figure 3b).
The comparisons of the annual and semiannual parameters derived from AVISO and tide gauge measurements are shown in Figure 4. The differences are regarded as signiﬁcant if the error bars of the two compared values do not overlap. At the points closest to tide gauges, AVISO signiﬁcantly underestimates Aa at
59 of the 120 stations by 2–9 cm, with 3.5 cm on average (25% of tide gauges estimates), and overestimates
at two stations (station number: 6 and 93) by 1.4 and 2.2 cm (37% and 42% of tide gauge estimates)
(Figure 4a). Large underestimations of 5–8 cm (40% of tide gauges values) are found in the west of the
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Figure 5. Time series of the anomaly of (a) Aa and (b) Asa of g determined from tide gauges, which are grouped by six subregions as speciﬁed in Figure 1. Bold black line is plotted for
the regional ensemble average of individual anomalies in each subregion. Note that anomaly is produced by removing the mean value of Aa or Asa from each series.

South China Sea, the East China Sea, and the Sea of Japan. Meanwhile, /a derived from AVISO is signiﬁcantly advanced by 10–35 days at 18 stations and delayed by 5–12 days at 4 stations (Figure 4b). The semiannual cycle is detectable at 113 stations for tide gauge measurements but only detectable at the
corresponding AVISO points for 87 stations. AVISO underestimates Asa by 1–3 cm (60%) at 28 of the 87 stations, while discrepancies of /sa occur at only eight stations when the error bars are considered (Figures 4c
and 4d).
The discrepancies of the seasonal sea level cycle estimated from AVISO still remain when the common
period (1993–2013) is used at tide gauge records for the comparisons. We also found that the differences of
harmonic parameters derived from AVISO and tide gauges can well explain the discrepancies of the sea
level variance in most of the coastal areas, which have been identiﬁed in subsection 3.1. This indicates that
the underestimation of the seasonal cycle amplitudes is consistent with the errors of the sea level variance.
Therefore, we conﬁrm that the discrepancies of sea level seasonality identiﬁed between the two data sets
are real and are not due to the methods used in the estimation.
3.3. Temporal Variability of the Seasonal Sea Level Cycle
The temporal variability of the seasonal sea level cycle is produced by ﬁtting equation (3) into a 5 year segment of tide gauge records (g) with year-by-year shifting. Figure 5 shows the interannual variations of the
seasonal sea level amplitudes with respect to their own mean amplitudes for each station in the six subregions (gray lines in the ﬁgure). The temporal changes for ﬁve outlier stations (station number: 116–120) are
provided in supporting information (supporting information Figure S5), and at these stations the seasonal
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sea level cycle shows different temporal variability in relation to the six subregions. Regional averages of
the temporal changes in the seasonal cycle are obtained by averaging all seasonal cycle amplitude anomalies in one subregion (black bold lines in Figure 5).
The annual and semiannual sea level cycles are not constant in time (Figure 5). The range between maximum and minimum Aa at individual stations usually varies from 2 to 8.6 cm, with an average of 4.2 cm (33%
of their maximum amplitudes). The largest ranges of 20.4 and 16.5 cm are observed at two outliers in the
south of Japan (station number: 116 and 117, see supporting information Figure S5). In spite of apparent
regional features, the interannual variability of Aa also shows some consistency among regions. In particular,
the signiﬁcant change by 4 cm for regional averages of Aa in the 1990’s was present in all the regions. The
range of Asa differences over time is 1–7 cm at individual stations, with an average of 3.3 cm (75% of their
maximum amplitudes). The magnitudes of temporal changes in the regional averages of Asa are much
smaller than those of Aa . The consistency of the interannual variability of Asa between different subregions
is only found in the North East of Japan and the Sea of Japan.

4. Forcing of the Seasonal Sea Level Cycle
4.1. The IB Effect and the Steric Height
4.1.1. The IB Effect (gIB )
The mean seasonal sea level cycle of gIB over 1993–2013 is mapped in Figure 6. gIB produces a signiﬁcant
annual sea level cycle over the whole area of study, except in small areas in the Sea of Okhotsk and the central middle-latitude (30–408N) of Paciﬁc. The annual cycle of gIB exhibits the largest Aa (12 cm) in the middle of the continental shelf, i.e., the north of the East China Sea (Figure 6a). gIB has a uniform /a (July) over
most areas, except in the north central Paciﬁc (35–608N) where Aa is small and where /a varies by 6
months (Figure 6b). The origin of the annual cycle of gIB is linked with the strong seasonal variations of the
air pressure at high latitudes due to the radiational heating [Yashayaev and Zveryaev, 2001; Gabler et al.,
2008].
The atmospherically induced semiannual sea level cycle is only distinguishable at the midlatitudes (30–
508N) of the north Paciﬁc and the west of the South China Sea (Figure 6c). The maximum Asa of 3 cm are
located at the center of middle-to-high latitudes (around 438N and 1708E), but the values are less than 1cm
in most marginal seas. /sa is always in January or July, except in the Gulf of Thailand (Figure 6d).
The interannual variability of the seasonal sea level cycle due to gIB over the same periods of tide gauge
records was also calculated by using the long-term atmospheric pressure data. Compared to g, gIB for tide
gauge records has very limited interannual variability (less than 3 cm) both in Aa and in Asa . The ranges
between maximum and minimum Aa of gIB at individual stations over time are up to 2.4 cm in the north of
the East China Sea (station number: 48) and 2.7 cm in the Sea of Okhotsk (station number: 120). The weak
impact of gIB on the long-term changes of the seasonal sea level cycle is also revealed in the regional averages (see the supporting information Figure S6).
4.1.2. The Steric Height (gster )
The mean seasonal cycle of gster derived from EN4 over 1993–2013 is shown in Figure 7. The annual cycle of
gster is signiﬁcant in the whole area of study, with larger Aa at the midlatitudes and along the Kuroshio Current. The strongest signal with Aa of 12–14 cm is found in the East China Sea, the east of the Sea of Japan,
and the east of Japan. /a keeps homogeneous (September) in the north but it gradually shifts to January
near the equator. The annual cycle in gster is primarily determined by gthermo . Aa of ghalo was found to be usually less than 1 cm (not shown here). This is in agreement with the results by Vinogradov et al. [2008].
The semiannual cycle of gster is statistically signiﬁcant in the tropics and the north marginal seas (Figure 7c).
The largest Asa of 3 cm is found in the east of Philippines and around the north of Japan. /sa shifts quickly
with different areas (Figure 7d). The semiannual cycle in gster is also mainly caused by gthermo .
The interannual variability of the seasonal cycle in gster at locations at least 500 m deep and closest to tide
gauges was also estimated. The ranges of temporal changes of Aa and Asa in gster are close to those as
observed in g. However, there are only 32 (24) of the 120 stations where the interannual variability of Aa
(Asa ) between gster and g is signiﬁcantly correlated (at 95% conﬁdence level). There is no change for the correlations when gIB is removed from the observed g (i.e., g-gIB ), conﬁrming the conclusion drawn above that
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Figure 6. Mean (a) Aa , (b) /a , (c) Asa , and (d) /sa for gIB derived from DAC data over 1993–2013. Blank areas indicate the estimates of the
annual or semiannual cycle parameters that are not passing the signiﬁcance test at 95% conﬁdence level. Pleasse note that the scales of
amplitudes here are different from those in Figure 3.

gIB has very limited inﬂuence on the long-term variability of the seasonal sea level cycle. The un-robust relationship between g and gster for their seasonal cycles can also be evidenced by the mismatching of their
regional averages (see the supporting information Figure S6). Signiﬁcant correlations for the regional averages only exist for Aa over 1960–2013 in the east of the South China Sea, the East China Sea, and the southeast of Japan (R 5 0.69, 0.39 and 0.29, respectively).
When g-gIB and gster from SODA during 1900–2010 are being used, the interannual variability of the seasonal amplitudes between the two sea level components is signiﬁcantly correlated in most areas, except in
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Figure 7. Mean (a) Aa , (b) /a , (c) Asa , and (d) /sa for gster derived from EN4 over 1993–2013. Blank areas indicate the estimates of the
annual or semiannual cycle parameters that are not passing the signiﬁcance test at 95% conﬁdence level. Pleasse note that the scales of
amplitudes here are different from those in Figure 3.

the Sea of Okhotsk. gster explains more than 80% of interannual variations of Aa in g-gIB in the open ocean
and the central South China Sea (Figure 8). At the coastal regions, the relationships between gster and g-gIB
at seasonal scales become weak but still signiﬁcant (at 95% conﬁdence level), where gster explains 5–30% of
interannual variability of Aa in g-gIB . The relationships at the coastal regions are different from the un-robust
correlations recognized between the tide gauge records and EN4 data (above paragraph). This inconsistency can be partly attributed to the fact that EN4 is an interpolated product which means that the steric
values at a single point over the slope are the result of integrating observations from the shelf as well as
from the open ocean. This is not the case in an ocean model, in which every single point is representative
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Figure 8. Percentage of the interannual variability of (a) Aa and (b) Asa for g-gIB explained by that of gster over 1900–2010, derived from
SODA. Blank areas indicate the girds where the correlation of the interannual variability of Aa or Asa between g-gIB and gster are not signiﬁcant at 95% conﬁdence level.

of the variability on its own location. On top of this, the length of tide gauge records may also have an
impact, as they are always shorter than the SODA reanalysis (111 years). Furthermore, it is also possible that
SODA misses some processes that are recorded by tide gauges. What we can conﬁrm at this moment from
the two different assessments is that the contribution of gster to the interannual variations of the seasonal
sea level cycle along the coasts is not as robust as that in the open ocean.
4.1.3. Residuals
Removing gIB and gster from the observed g permits the sea level residuals, g-gIB -gster , which have signiﬁcantly reduced Aa in the East China Sea, the Sea of Japan, the Luzon Strait and the open ocean, and at 89 of
the 120 tide gauge records (Figure 9a). We recall here that gster is appointed as the values at the closest grid
points over the continental slope (500 m deep). However, the annual cycle of g-gIB -gster remains signiﬁcant
in most marginal seas and at 114 of the 120 tide gauge records. Aa with values of 5–10 cm are found in the
East China Sea, the Sea of Okhotsk, and spots of the Kuroshio Extension region. It is worth noting that the
removal of gIB and gster increases Aa by 5–10 cm in the west of the South China Sea. This conﬁrms the ﬁnding by Ponte [2006] that gIB has a negative contribution to the monthly sea level variance in the Southeast
Asia. /a of g-gIB -gster varies gradually in each marginal sea, but more heterogeneous features are found in
the open ocean where Aa is low (Figure 9b).
The semiannual cycle of g-gIB -gster is still signiﬁcant at 98 tide gauge stations and in most areas of marginal
seas (Figures 9c and 9d). Removal of gIB and gster has limited inﬂuence on the semiannual cycle in the marginal seas, except in the Sea of Japan and the east of the Sea of Okhotsk. In these two areas, Asa increases
by 2–4 cm when the two effects are subtracted. The existence of the seasonal cycle in g-gIB -gster indicates
other mechanisms, beside gIB and gster , to force the seasonal sea level cycle (e.g., wind effects). Of course,
we cannot rule out the possibility that g-gIB -gster estimated here might be inﬂuenced by the limitations of
the data set EN4 that is used to determine gster .
4.2. Impacts From the Wind Stress and the Sea Surface Currents
As mentioned above, gIB and gster cannot fully explain the whole budgets of the observed seasonal sea level
cycle either in its mean values or its interannual variability, especially in the marginal seas. Therefore, in this
subsection we explored the potential contributions of the wind stress and the sea surface currents by correlating the long-term seasonal cycle amplitudes. The wind stress is expected to alter sea level variations via
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Figure 9. Mean (a) Aa , (b) /a , (c) Asa , and (d) /sa for g-gIB -gster when gIB and gster are removed from g provided by tide gauges and AVISO.
Blank circles and areas indicate the estimates of the annual or semiannual cycle parameters that are not passing the signiﬁcance test at
95% conﬁdence level.

the mechanisms of ocean upwelling/downwelling in coastal regions and water piling at the equator, which
are caused by the alongshore winds and the trade winds, respectively, through the Ekman transport [Segar,
2007]. In the open ocean, the vertical Ekman pumping due to the wind stress curl is able to produce the sea
level variations as well, especially for the steric component because of the thermocline changes. The geostrophic balance is responsible for the mechanisms behind the links between sea level and horizontal sea
surface currents. We performed the analyses in the seasonal cycle of g-gIB and g-gIB -gster , to distinguish the
impacts of the two contributors on different components of sea level. The interannual variability of Aa and
Asa for the wind stress and the sea surface currents with different directions over 1900–2010 was calculated
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Figure 10. (a) Best correlation coefﬁcients of the interannual variability of Aa between g-gIB , provided by tide gauges and SODA, and the
nearby wind stress; (b) same as (a), but for the correlations between g-gIB -gster and the nearby wind stress. Blank circles and areas indicate
the correlations that do not pass the signiﬁcance test at 95% conﬁdence level. Note that the direction of wind stress corresponding to the
best correlation coefﬁcients is provided in supporting information Figure S7.

as mentioned in subsection 2.5. Because AVISO records (21 years) are not long enough to fully resolve the
decadal changes in the seasonal sea level cycle and SODA, on the other hand, is able to reasonably reproduce the seasonal sea level cycle (as indicated in subsection 2.4), we used the sea surface height g-gIB from
SODA over the period 1900–2010 in this subsection instead, along with the observed g-gIB from tide gauges
over the same period.
4.2.1. Wind Stress
The best correlations of the inter-annual variability of Aa in g-gIB with that in different directions of wind
stress nearby (with 18 radius around the location of sea level data) over 1900–2010 are shown in Figure 10a.
The correlation coefﬁcient is signiﬁcant (at 95% conﬁdence level) at 90 of the 120 tide gauge records and in
most areas of the marginal seas. High correlations (R 5 0.6–0.9) are found in the tropics and in the west
areas of marginal seas. The direction of wind stress that corresponds to the best correlations with sea level
is provided in supporting information (supporting information Figure S7). In the western areas of marginal
seas, the annual cycle of sea level is better correlated with the zonal wind stress, while in the north Japan
and the open ocean it is better correlated with the meridional wind stress component.
The regional averages of the interannual variability of Aa for tide gauge records are well correlated with the
corresponding quantity for the wind stress (Figure 11a), with R 5 0.58, 0.48, 0.59, 0.33, 0.48, and 0.41 over
1960–2010 for the six subregions from south to north, respectively. Aa of sea level is changing by about
2 cm for every 1022 N/m2 of changes in Aa of the wind stress for the regional averages.
When gster is removed, the correlation of Aa between sea level and wind stress remains nearly unchanged in
the shallow waters of most marginal seas (Figure 10b), except in the west of the Sea of Japan. This means
that the temporal variations of the annual sea level cycle are dominated by g-gIB -gster and this component is
well related to the local wind. This identiﬁcation could be interpreted as the results of the coastal upwelling/downwelling or the wind-driven sea surface currents in the coastal areas. Figure 10 also shows that
when gster is excluded the relationship of sea level with wind stress disappears in the central of the Sea of
Japan, the central of the South China Sea, and the tropics. The annual cycle in gster over these areas can
then be interpreted as wind stress-dependent. This might be caused by the vertical Ekman pumping and
the equatorial upwelling that are both closely associated with the wind stress and that are both signiﬁcant
for modulating the steric height.
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Figure 11. Time series of regional average anomaly of (a) Aa and (b) Asa for g-gIB (black) against the corresponding average of the wind stress (red) in six subregions as speciﬁed in Figure 1.

The semiannual sea level cycle has signiﬁcant correlations with nearby wind stress at 99 of the 120 tide
gauge records and in large areas of marginal seas as well (not shown here). The best agreements for Asa
between sea level observations and the wind stress are in the northeast coasts of Japan and the west coasts
of the South China Sea (Figure 11b). Similarly as revealed in the annual sea level cycle, the subtraction of
gster does not apparently change the correlations with the wind stress for Asa in the marginal seas.
4.2.2. Sea Surface Currents
The best correlations of the interannual variability of Aa between g-gIB and the sea surface currents nearby
are presented in Figure 12a. The correlation is signiﬁcant at 117 of the 120 tide gauge records and in most
areas. The relationships are stronger than those with the wind stress in most areas. Higher correlations
(R 5 0.7–0.95) appear in the regions where the ocean currents are known to be strong, such as the Oyashio
and Kuroshio Currents regions [Hurlburt et al., 1996] and the Luzon Strait [Xue et al., 2004]. The direction of
the sea surface currents that is allocated to the best correlations with sea level varies regionally except in
subtropical areas where the associations seem to be more determined by the meridional currents (supporting information Figure S8). The fast changes of the surface current direction for the best correlations indicate that the geostrophic response of sea level might be acting locally and at small scales. Also, we are
aware that our method may not work well if the current direction for the best correlations is changing in
time. This limitation may cause fast changes in the identiﬁed direction of the surface currents as well.
The regional averages of Aa anomalies of sea level from tide gauge observations correlate well with the
changes in the surface currents, with R50.63, 0.45, 0.82, 0.71, 0.69 and 0.62 over 1960-2010 for the six subregions from south to north respectively (Figure 13a). The regression for Aa is approximately 2 cm of
increase in sea level for 1 cm/s increase in the current speed. However, this scale is greatly reduced prior to
1960 when the surface currents have larger range of variations (Figure 13a). This is due to the fact that the
magnitude of the geostrophic response of sea level to nearby surface currents varies with locations (see
supporting information Figure S9) presumably because of topography changes and thus the calculation of
regional averages using fewer individual records prior to 1960 (Figure 1b) leads to the average values that
reﬂect more localized features rather than the regional average features.
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 10, but for best correlations with the nearby sea surface currents. Black dots in (a) highlight four grid points:
A [88N, 1088E], B [388N, 1238E], C [378N, 1438E], and D[48N, 1438E]. Note that the direction of surface currents corresponding to the best correlation coefﬁcients with sea level is provided in supporting information Figure S8.

When gster is excluded from g-gIB , Aa of sea level is still highly dependent on the surface currents at 117 of
the 120 tide gauge records, in the shallow waters of marginal seas and in the north of the Oyashio Current
region (Figure 12b). This indicates that in these areas g-gIB -gster dominates the relationships of g-gIB with the
surface currents due to the geostrophic balance as expected. This can be further evidenced by comparing
the time series of Aa in gster and in g-gIB -gster with the corresponding quantity in the surface currents at speciﬁc points (Figures 14a and 14b). At location A [88N, 1088E] in the Gulf of Thailand, the interannual variability of Aa in gster , the dominating component in sea level, is signiﬁcantly correlated with the variability of the
local surface current (R 5 0.78). In contrast, changes in gster have no links with the current (R 5 0.1, not significant at 95% conﬁdence level). When location B [388N, 1238E] in the East China Sea is selected, Aa in gster
becomes comparable to that in g-gIB -gster . The surface current has a signiﬁcant correlation with gster
(R50.23), but it has an even stronger correlation with g-gIB -gster (R 5 0.45).
However, the removal of gster eliminates the high correlations that are identiﬁed for sea level in the open
oceans, particularly in the areas of the south Oyashio, the Kuroshio, and the North Equatorial Currents, and in
the Luzon Strait (Figure 12). The disappearance of correlations in these areas implies that gster , as the dominating component of sea level in the open ocean, is ﬁrmly regulated by the surface currents. Time series of the
variables at two locations in these areas are also plotted to support this argument (Figures 14c and 14d). At
location C [378N, 1438E] on the route of the Kuroshio Current, the temporal variations of Aa between gster and
the surface current are very well matched (R 5 0.90). At location D [48N, 1438E] near to the North Equatorial
Current, they are signiﬁcantly correlated as well but with a reduced correlation coefﬁcient (R 5 0.33).
It is worth noticing that the surface currents and the wind stress used in the analysis cannot be independent. The interannual variability of their seasonal cycles shows signiﬁcant correlations in the marginal seas
(except in the Sea of Japan) and in the tropics, with R 5 0.7–0.95 (see supporting information Figure S10).
Thus, the relationships of sea level with the surface currents that are found in the marginal seas and in the
tropics (Figure 12) could be thought to be the consequence of the impact from the local wind. However, no
signiﬁcant correlations between the surface currents and the wind stress are found in the open ocean, particularly in the regions with the strong currents, where no robust correlations are found between sea level
and the wind stress either (Figure 10). Therefore, the high correlations of sea level with the surface currents
in these areas can be further interpreted as the consequence of the geostrophic balance between gster and
the large-scale ocean currents, which are not forced by the local wind ﬁeld.
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 11, but for time series of the sea surface currents (red).

The changes in Asa of sea level are signiﬁcantly correlated with the changes in the surface currents at 117
tide gauge records and in most areas (not shown here). The results for the regional averages of tide gauge
records are shown in Figure 13b. The correlations are again better than those obtained from the wind
stress.

5. Conclusions
The spatial and temporal features of the seasonal sea level variations in the northwest Paciﬁc have been
described by investigating the sea level observations from tide gauges (1900–2013) and gridded altimetry
product AVISO (1993–2013). In the marginal seas, 60–95% of the monthly sea level variance can be
explained by the annual and semiannual cycles, except in the Sea of Okhotsk where the seasonal sea level
variance is weak and sea ice becomes important [Parkinson et al., 1999]. However, in the open ocean and
especially in eddy-rich regions (e.g., the Kuroshio Extension and the Oyashio Current) where the monthly
sea level is mainly driven by the mesoscale eddies, the regular seasonal oscillations only account for 3–20%
of the observed sea level variance.
The annual sea level cycle is signiﬁcant over the whole area of study, with Aa over 10 cm in the East China
Sea, the Luzon Strait, the Gulf of Thailand, and the Kuroshio Current regions. The largest Aa of 30 cm is
observed in the north of the East China Sea. The semiannual sea level cycle is only signiﬁcant along the
coasts and in the shallow waters of most marginal seas. The largest Asa is 6 cm on the northwestern coasts
of the South China Sea. The seasonal cycle parameters of sea level estimated from tide gauge records and
AVISO were compared. At the sites closest to tide gauge stations, AVISO signiﬁcantly underestimates Aa by
2–9 cm (25%) at 59 of 120 stations and Asa by 1–3 cm (60%) at 28 stations. The discrepancies mainly occur
on the coasts of China and Russia.
The contributions of the IB effect (gIB ) and the steric height (gster ) to the observed seasonal sea level cycle
have been identiﬁed. gIB has signiﬁcant impact on the annual sea level cycle over the whole area of study,
which causes the largest Aa of 12 cm in the East China Sea. The semiannual cycle of gIB is only signiﬁcant at
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Figure 14. Time series of Aa for g-gIB -gster (green) and gster (red), along with the corresponding quantity of the sea surface currents that are
best corrected with time series for g-gIB , at 4 grid points A-D (a-d) as indicated in Figure 12a.

the central north Paciﬁc where Asa is 3 cm. gster , mainly due to the thermal expansion of seawater, can produce Aa with up to 8–12 cm in the East China Sea, the east of Sea of Japan, and the Kuroshio Extension
region. The removal of gIB and gster signiﬁcantly diminishes the annual sea level cycle in most areas, but
increases the annual cycle by 5–10 cm in the west of the South China Sea. The removal has little impact on
the semiannual cycle. Signiﬁcant seasonal cycles still remain in the residuals over the marginal seas.
The long-term tide gauge observations allow us to assess the temporal variability of the seasonal sea level
variations on the coasts. The annual and semiannual sea level cycles are not stable with time, with amplitudes changing between 2–20.4 cm and 1–7 cm, respectively. gIB and gster have limited inﬂuences on the
observed interannual variability of the seasonal sea level cycle based on our analysis. However, in the open
ocean gster explains over 80% of interannual variations based on ocean reanalysis of SODA.
The dynamic forcing of the interannual variability in the seasonal sea level cycle was also diagnosed using
SODA data. The wind stress and especially the sea surface currents are correlated with the seasonal sea level
cycle at most tide gauge records and in the marginal seas, as the consequence of their strong contributions
to the sea level residuals. The regional averages of the seasonal cycle amplitudes are changing by 2 cm
for 1022 N/m2 and 1 cm/s changes in the amplitudes of the wind stress and the surface currents, respectively. Because in the marginal seas and in the tropics the seasonal variations of the currents are highly
dependent on the local wind stress, the relationships of sea level with the surface currents observed here
can be interpreted as the consequence of the wind-driven Ekman transport. In the open ocean, especially
in the regions of the western boundary currents, the surface currents can better describe the seasonal sea
level variations (R 5 0.7–0.95) than the wind stress, and this is mainly due to the signiﬁcant associations
between the steric height and the open ocean currents through the geostrophic equilibrium. However,
there are still some areas in the open ocean, where neither the wind stress nor the surface currents can well
explain the forcing of the seasonal steric height variations which account for over 80% of sea level changes.
The vertical Ekman pumping caused by the wind stress curl might be the reason and we will work on this in
the future.
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